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Intro
I first came across SMBRelay in the middle of 2000s and the experience was
unsatisfying.. At that time there were only few exploits, which didn’t work as good
as I wished them to, despite the fact that this vulnerability is known since the end
of 90s. The interest was completely lost, because I didn’t get any luck with it.
But several weeks ago I got an idea to research this field once again. It appeared
that nothing really changed since the last time, however new exploits emerged on
the scene, so I took another attempt to test them.
For those who don’t know much about this vulnerability of SMB, lets make a short
introduction. An attacker is able to redirect credentials of the victim to the victim’s
PC itself by luring the victim to attacker’s SMB resource. Thus he gets an ability to
remotely execute arbitrary code via administrative service IPC$
Note that such serious vulnerability existed in it’s original form till the end of 2008,
up until the moment when a normally working exploit was developed.
Microsoft released a patch that prevents accepting incoming smb connection with a
challenge key already used by an outgoing smb connection. It means that an
attacker is no longer able to authenticate to the victim with victim’s own
credentials. However no patch can prevent an attack against some third-party host
in the network. So if the victim has access to another host in the network, it is
possible to authenticate with victim’s credentials there .
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A closer look
Tarasco Security had developed an exploit called smbrelay3 (as a continuation of
original smbrelay and smbrelay2). Besides the classic scheme of attack - SMB>SMB, some additional methods were added. This tool can handle NTLM
authorization from such services as: HTTP\IMAP\POP3\SMTP.
With smbrelay3 I was able to run cmd.exe on unpatched Windows XP SP3 (MS08068
was
not
released
by
that
time).
No problems occurred during redirection of Windows XP on Windows 2003 (in
WORKGROUP with proper credentials). Taking into account that XP is almost a
part of the history the point of my interest was exploiting something more
contemporary like Windows 7, which is widely used in modern networks.
With Windows 7 I faced some problems and nuances, which inspired me to write
this paper. The first problem was that by default Windows 7 has a "LAN Manager
authentication level" option set to "Send NTLMv2 response only". It appears that
existing tools (including smbrelay3 and corresponding module of Metasploit) do
not support relaying of NTLMv2. Obviously, it was not necessary earlier, so later
no one found time to make the changes.
After making some changes to the source code of smbrelay3, I was able to redirect
NTLMv2 authorization from Windows 7 to Windows XP. One nuance appeared,
however. Windows 7 is distributed with new IE 8.0 and the problem here
corresponds to the notion of ‘Intranet’. Previously, it simply meant an area of local
network segment where any PC names in a view ‘my_home_pc’ were resolved to
the local subnet’s IP addresses by means of NetBIOS or DNS thus making such
PCs trusted to do auto-authorization with credentials of currently active session.
Security settings of ‘Local Intranet’ zone in IE 8.0 have a new default option:
‘Automatically detect intranet network’. This means that the behavior and
algorithm of recognizing internal network have changed. From now on the Intranet
zone is not affiliated with pure local network or even Workgroup which are treated
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as untrusted zone. On the other hand, if a workstation is in Domain, Windows 7
automatically sends it’s credentials to other members of local network, since they
are marked as trusted ones.

Hereby Windows 7 is not vulnerable in a Workgroup by default, but it is after
joining the Domain. You may think that smbrelay allows to attack Domain
Controller by redirecting credentials of user with administrative privileges to the
server as a third-party host. Unfortunately, that's not possible with default
configuration of Domain Controller. The reason for this is that DC requires SMB
Signing for everyone who requests shared resources. In this case an attacker is
unable to sign packets because he doesn’t know the password and as a result
NTLM hash which is needed to generate the Session Key. Domain Controller
refuses this kind of unsigned connection and denies access. However sometimes
administrators disable SMB Signing to increase the bandwidth and DC becomes
defenseless to smbrelay.
The success of attack depends on several conditions. Victim’s privileges should be
able to provide access to the administrative resources IPC$ and ADMIN$.
Otherwise it would not be possible to execute arbitrary code. Also as it was said
before, the target host should not require SMB Signing. I think there is no reason to
dig deeply into details of SMB relaying attack itself, because it had already been
well described years ago, I just wanted to actualize information about it taking into
account
new
conditions.
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In addition
The only thing I have to mention additionally is that during the attack we obtain
victim’s NTLM challenge\response hash (does not correspond to NTLMv2), which
is suitable for bruteforce attack. Hash grabbing also can be performed by means of
NBNS-Spoofing or (if we are talking about some modern Windows OS) by means
of LLMNR-Spoofing. Wikipedia inform us on it: “The Link Local Multicast Name
Resolution (LLMNR) is a protocol based on the Domain Name System (DNS)
packet format that allows both IPv4 and IPv6 hosts to perform name resolution for
hosts on the same local link. It is included in Windows Vista, Windows Server
2008 and Windows 7”. Simply stated, this is some kind of hybrid of DNS and
NBNS protocols. It is used when local names need to be resolved. When the user
puts ‘somename’ on the address bar, the system first attempts to resolve it using
LLMNR, then by means DNS and after that using old NBNS as a last resort. So
LLMNR also can be used for MiTM attacks in the local area. Although it works
only with enabled ‘Network Discovery’ option.
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What’s done
The result of this research is a modern and stable tool to perform SMBRelay
against both old and new versions of Windows. It has become a part of IntercepterNG amongst other MiTM attacks. To avoid difficulties with running the “Server”
service on 445 port, Intercepter-NG uses HTTP->SMB method to accept incoming
connection from the web browser and offer NTLM authorization which is then
relayed either onto the victim himself or to the third-party host.
The basic problem has always been luring the victim into a malicious resource of
the attacker. Usually it’s done by sending an e-mail message with malicious link or
by uploading malicious file on a public shared resource. Rarely it is achieved by
injecting a link into the victim’s http traffic (by means of MiTM attack). In case of
Intercepter-NG, the last method is selected as the fastest and most effective. To
perform an smbrelay attack with Intercepter-NG you have to choose target host (-s)
or, if needed, a third-party host, and then run the process (an example is shown on
the video demonstration). Next steps are done automatically: start arp-poison
attack, inject malicious link into the victim’s http traffic, redirect authorization and
execute cmd.exe. Note that by default NTLM auto-authorization works only with
IE\Chrome, and in FireFox it has to be enabled manually.
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Conclusion
SMBRelay is an actual security problem even today, and in evil hands it can be a
serious weapon for network invasion. To protect ordinary users from this attack it
is necessary to enable SMB Signing option by editing the registry values:
“EnableSecuritySignature" and "RequireSecuritySignature”. Information presented
here is only for educational purposes. The author is not responsible for any kind of
injury caused by this material.
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Thanks to Alex S. for correction work. Take care.
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